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HANOVER BOMBED AGAIN

There was no violent battle with the German night fighters when a strong
force of Lancasters attacked Hanover last night. It was cloudy on the route,
and the enemy had to fall back on flak for the main defence of the target, A

heavy barrage was put up and great numbers of searchlights were used, but these

were hampered by the clouds.

"The clouds below us were so brightly lit by searchlights and fires,” a

pilot said, "that I could see a dozen Lancasters on their bombing run at the

same time. It was like flying between two screens of light - there was a layer
of cloud above us, also brightly lit up. '.To saw, no fighter flares when we

were over the target, but a few were being dropped behind us when we were on

cur way home, ”

Towards the end of the attack a few fighters arrived, and crews noticed

that the flak died down. One Lancaster had brief encounters with three

fighters in turn and drove them all off. The bomber reached home with a hole
a foot wide in the fuselage, another in the port wing, and the rear turret out

of action.

’’Before we dropped our bombs,” said the rear-gunner of another Lancaster,
”I saw a twin-engined night fighter go down in flames. It 'was below us and

dead a stem and I said to the skipper ’There’s one coming in,’ The enemy air-

craft caught alight as I was speaking, so I added ’it’s allright. It’s going
down, ’ ”

A Messerschmitt intercepted one of the bombers as it was in the act of

dropping its load. The enemy was soon driven off, and the crews found only two
bullet holes in the bomber, but one of the bullets wounded the wireless

operator in the side.

Fires glowed on the cloud base and as they left the target crews saw these

clearly under folds of the cloud. At this time a very large explosion was

reported by many crews.

Squadrons in the Canadian bomber group and Australian squadrons 'were in the

attack, In experienced Canadian pilot -who was over the target for 20 minutes

reported that many fires turned the clouds red, When his aircraft was 50 mile.

away from Hanover the fires were seen through breaks in the clouds*

Hanover, one of the ten largest cities in Germany, is already one of the

most heavily damaged of the enemy’s industrial cities. Not only are there many

war factories in and around the toon, hut Hanover is also the administrative

and commercial centre of a large industrial area between the Ruhr and Berlin,

It has the same importance in the life of this vital district as Dusseldorf
had for the administration of the industries of the Ruhr,


